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Regional Supports Essential to ‘Afghan-led’ Talks

O n June 21, in Washington, Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan said that he would meet with the Afghan government stating that there was no "military solution" to the conflict. Pakistan is a key stakeholder in Afghan peace process and can play essential role if it puts weight behind the process. Afghan peace issue has been discussed between Khan and the US President Donald Trump, who urged Islamabad to speed up the peace process.

Meanwhile, US Envoy Zalmay Khalilzad traveled to Afghanistan and held meeting with Afghan officials. The assistant President Ashraf Ghani and CEJ Abdulah, briefed him on the jinha- goon of talks, Khalilzad discusses the prospects of upcoming talks, Khalilzad is preparing to travel to Kabul.

The US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said that the US President’s South Asia policy did not change regarding Afghanistan. Washington seems highly serious about the peace talks to end the war and its progress. It has repaired its strained relations with Pakistan and the two countries are trying to work together to achieve peace in Afghanistan.

Both the sides have agreed to pull out the Taliban to hold direct talks with Afghan officials and begin the peace process. However, the recent regional supports to the peace process have not yet been clear about the outcome of the talks between the Taliban and US representatives, Afghans pay ordinary people. With every round of talks, being held to ensure its smooth implementation after being signed.

US and NATO officials have to observe the agreement to achieve “Afghan-led and Afghan-owned” peace process. Until now, the Taliban have refused to enter into direct talks with the Afghan government stating that there was no "military solution" to the conflict. There are some version of Brexit, he would probably lose, becoming the shortest-serving Prime Minister.

This month to weaken Johnson’s negotiating tactics, there are clearly enough potential buyers and potential sellers in the EU-27 to make a deal, which Johnson would find acceptable. For if he were to stop the negotiations, the rest of Europe, especially Germany and France, would prefer the certainty of immediate damage to Ireland’s economic and security interests in a no-deal Brexit to a slight softening of the “Irish backstop” that would put Ireland in an even stronger position to insist on open-border conditions. The resulting rebound in business confidence would then allow a generous budget to be delivered a few years in advance of the General Election, in 2021. A no-deal Brexit, which Johnson would prefer over a negotiated deal, would put Ireland in an even stronger position to insist on open-border conditions. The resulting rebound in business confidence would then allow a generous budget to be delivered a few years in advance of the General Election, in 2021.

Boris’s Brexit

By: Analote Kaled

The UK government’s series of defeats in the House of Commons has ensured its ultimate ambition to become the kingdom’s prime minister, the京津冀 of Brexit is approaching its climax. While the rest of the European Union has viewed this with bated breath, few are convinced that the Brexit will be worth it. The bad news is that the “no-deal” withdrawal from the European Union that Johnson’s government is planning for October 31st may not be as bad as many fear. The good news is that Johnson has given the government the opportunity to negotiate a new deal that could be worth it.

Inside story of US policy in Afghanistan after Soviet takeover

In the post-Afghanistan period, after the Soviet Union and the Afghan people lost their lives, the world focused its attention on the country. US-led military campaigns in Afghanistan were fueled by the desire to eliminate the Taliban from power. This military campaign aimed to ensure the peace process after being signed.

The recent regional supports to the peace process have not yet been clear about the outcome of any talks between the Taliban and US representatives. However, the US government seems highly serious about the peace talks to end the war and its progress. It has repaired its strained relations with Pakistan and the two countries are trying to work together to achieve peace in Afghanistan.

With the help of the Taliban, thousands of refugees sought sanctuary in Pakistan from Soviet air raids. The Government of Pakistan had every motivation to work with the Taliban to achieve the peace process, as it was in the best interests of the country. Pakistan has provided a safe haven to the Taliban and has continued to support them financially and logistically.

However, the recent regional supports to the peace process have not yet been clear about the outcome of any talks between the Taliban and US representatives. The US government seems highly serious about the peace talks to end the war and its progress. It has repaired its strained relations with Pakistan and the two countries are trying to work together to achieve peace in Afghanistan.

The US government has continued to support the Taliban financially and logistically, despite the fact that the Taliban have refused to enter into direct talks with the Afghan government. This has led to a stalemate in the peace process and the deterioration of the situation in Afghanistan.

The Taliban’s most utilizado promise of inducing violence to achieve their objectives in Afghanistan is now being realized. They have not only failed to achieve their objectives, but have also caused a great deal of suffering to the Afghan people. The Taliban have not only failed to achieve their objectives, but have also caused a great deal of suffering to the Afghan people. The Taliban have not only failed to achieve their objectives, but have also caused a great deal of suffering to the Afghan people.

The Taliban have not only failed to achieve their objectives, but have also caused a great deal of suffering to the Afghan people. The Taliban have not only failed to achieve their objectives, but have also caused a great deal of suffering to the Afghan people. The Taliban have not only failed to achieve their objectives, but have also caused a great deal of suffering to the Afghan people.